
The IRS published the final Average Income Test (AIT) Regulations on Oct. 12, 2022 for the third 
minimum set-aside test under Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code. The AIT permits a diverse 
mix of incomes and helps to house middle-income households with income between 60% - 80% AMI.

How Average Income Will Work
The project owner must designate the unit’s income limitation at 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 
or 80% AMI at the time of move-in. The project owner also has the flexibility to change the unit 
income limitations on occupied units to maintain compliance according to their written guidance.  
Virginia Housing approval is not required for unit designation changes.

The AIT is satisfied when the project owner identifies and reports a Qualified Group of Units that 
meets the following criteria as of Dec. 31 of the taxable year:

•  40% or more of the residential low-income units in the Project are designated at income 
limitations from 20% to 80% AMI and each unit is:

○ habitable and does not have uncorrected non-compliance,
○  occupied or previously occupied by a qualified Tenant for the unit’s designated 

income limitation,
○ rent-restricted, and
○  the designated income limitations collectively average 60% or less of AMI.

Average Income Test Reporting
The project owner must report:

1.  unit designation changes as they occur, using the online tenant monitoring system and 
annually as of Dec. 31,

2.  the Qualified Group of Units for the AIT, including 40% or more of the residential low-income 
units designated between 20% and 80%, which collectively average 60% or less of AMI and

3.  the Qualified Group of Units for the Applicable Fraction, with all qualified and habitable 
designated units with income limitations from 20% and 80%, which collectively average 60% 
or less of AMI and

4.  all Excluded Units, which includes all ineligible units and eligible units removed to maintain 
compliance in a Qualified Group of Units.  Approved Exempt Units are also Excluded Units.

Virginia Housing 
Average Income Test

Review the Virginia Housing Average Income Test Written Guidance on our website 
and email your questions to Compliance-AssetManagement@VirginiaHousing.com.
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The information contained herein (including but not limited to any description of Virginia Housing and its lending programs and products, 
eligibility criteria, interest rates, fees and all other loan terms) is subject to change without notice.

https://mc-0e9acafd-48f4-4c49-b478-6257-cdn-endpoint.azureedge.net/-/media/docs/partners/rental-housing/compliance-monitoring/ait-written-guidance-external-final_rev-jan2023.pdf?sc_lang=en&rev=ff86e374b80a4775ab72f595fd357b62&hash=50210F5D5DE382E0CFCC6D6A412DA3AA
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